The Moda™ Seating Wagon incorporates a minimalist, highly-engineered design that provides a lightweight, yet sturdy seating solution for theatres and auditoriums. For busy performance venues, Moda is built with high-end casters to enable as few as two people to quickly and easily move into storage. Designed to provide additional audience seating for any size venue, this customizable product offers unlimited flexibility in seating capacity, audience configurations, and storage capabilities.
**MODA™ SEATING WAGON**

**ADVANTAGES**

**Efficiency**
- The Moda™ Seating Wagon is typically placed on the orchestra pit lift to provide additional audience seating, and can be moved to storage when it is not needed.
- Integral locks accessed from the top enable wagon sections to be connected together, without the use of custom tools.

**Mobility**
- Demountable railing is available for interchangeable use on pit lift or Moda Seating Wagon.
- Movable by as few as two people at once.
- Mobility allows for easy storage underneath your stage.

**Aesthetic**
- Hard panel skirting is provided for the perimeter of the wagon, with customizable finishes.
- Acoustical sound damping is applied to the underside of each wagon.
- Seats mount directly to the top of the wagon.

**Variety**
- The Moda Seating Wagon can be field cut to the exact shape of the area, while allowing fascia panels and railing to remain at the edge of the wagon.
- Customized hatch locations for electrical, HVAC, audio, video, and other applications are available.
- The Moda Seating Wagon is entirely customizable to fit in any space or venue.
- Modular equipment allows for increased total capacity, when needed.

**TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS**

The Moda Seating Wagon is entirely customizable, but is generally constructed with the following features:
- **Surface**: Two sheets of 3/4” PS-1 structural grade plywood.
- **Frame**: Consists of welded A500 steel tube and plate.
- **Casters**: Made in a v-groove style on the track or with tri-casters.
- **Weight**: Typical wagon weight is 15 lbs per square foot (73kg/m²).
- **Profile**: Moda can range from a 1’ (30.5 cm) low-profile design height to a 6’ (183 cm) profile design height.

**MODA SEATING WAGON SCHEMATICS**
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